This paper was written to commemorate the 50 th anniversary of the atomic redefinition of the second in the International System (SI) in 1967. It focuses on the work of individuals and organizations in the United States who made significant contributions to the redefinition of the SI second and helped to establish the era of atomic timekeeping.
Introduction
The second, the base unit of time interval, is one of the seven base units in the International System (SI). Because time interval and its reciprocal, frequency, can be measured with more resolution and less uncertainty than any other physical quantity, the second holds a place of preeminence in the world of metrology. The precise realization of the SI second that we benefit from today was made possible by the development of atomic frequency standards and clocks; devices that fundamentally changed the way that time is measured and kept. Before atomic clocks, the second was defined by dividing astronomical events, such as the solar day or the tropical year, into smaller parts. This permanently changed in 1967, when the SI second was redefined as the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of the electromagnetic radiation that causes ground state transitions in the cesium atom [1] . The new definition meant that seconds were now measured by counting oscillations of electric fields that cause atoms to change state, and minutes and hours were now multiples of the second rather than divisions of the day.
The benefits of atomic timekeeping to modern society have been immense and are difficult to overestimate. Many technologies that we now take for granted, such as global navigation satellite systems, mobile telephones, and the "smart grids" that provide our electric power, depend upon atomic clock accuracy. This makes it easy to forget that the era of atomic timekeeping began less than an average lifetime ago. The current year (2017) marks a half-century since the International System of Units (SI) adopted a definition of the second based on an atomic transition [1] . To commemorate this 50 th anniversary, this paper provides a historical review of work that contributed to the atomic definition of the SI second in 1967. Its primary focus is on work conducted in the United States of America.
The First Suggestion of Atomic Clocks and Early Research
The possibility of an atomic clock was first suggested in Europe in the 19th century. James Clerk Maxwell, a Scottish physicist, was likely the first person to recognize that atoms could be used to keep time. In an era during which the Earth's rotation was the world's timekeeping reference, Maxwell 2 https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.029 remarkably suggested to Peter Guthrie Tait (a childhood friend) and William Thomson (later to be known as Lord Kelvin) that the "period of vibration of a piece of quartz crystal of specified shape and size and at a stated temperature" would be a better absolute standard of time than the mean solar second, but it would still depend "essentially on one particular piece of matter, and is therefore liable to all the accidents, etc. which affect so-call National Standards however carefully they may be preserved, as well as the almost insuperable practical difficulties which are experience when we attempt to make exact copies of them." [2] Atoms would work even better as a natural standard of time. As Thomson and Tait wrote in their Elements of Natural Philosophy, first published in 1879:
"The recent discoveries … indicate to us natural standard pieces of matter such as atoms of hydrogen or sodium, ready made in infinite numbers, all absolutely alike in every physical property. The time of vibration of a sodium particle corresponding to any one of its modes of vibration is known to be absolutely independent of its position in the universe, and will probably remain the same so long as the particle itself exists." [2, 3] It was to be some six decades after these prophetic mentions of atomic clocks before the first experiments were performed. The experiments were finally made possible by the rapid advances in quantum mechanics and microwave electronics that took place before, during, and after World War II. Most of the fundamental concepts that would eventually lead to an atomic clock were developed by Isidor Isaac Rabi and his colleagues at Columbia University in New York City, beginning in the 1930s [4, 5] . Born in 1898 in Rymanów, Galicia, then part of Austria-Hungary (now Poland), Rabi emigrated to the United States as an infant, grew up in New York City, and went on to attend Columbia University. After initially studying electrical engineering and chemistry, he eventually received a doctorate in physics. In 1929, he joined the Columbia faculty. Shortly afterward, he built a molecular beam apparatus, and his new molecular beam laboratory soon began to attract other talented young physicists who would go on to play key roles in atomic clock history, including Sidney Millman, Jerrold Zacharias, Polykarp Kusch, and Norman Ramsey.
Rabi invented the atomic and molecular beam resonance method of observing atomic spectra in 1937, groundbreaking work for which he would receive the Nobel Prize in physics in 1944. As early as 1939, he had informally discussed applying his molecular beam magnetic resonance technique as a time standard with scientists at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), then located in Washington, D.C. However, World War II soon followed, and Rabi, like most scientists of that era, halted his own research to assist in the war effort. During the war, he led a group of scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, who helped in the development of radar. During the final year of the war, Rabi publicly discussed the possibility of atomic clocks for the first time in a lecture given to the American Physical Society and the American Association of Physics Teachers on January 20, 1945 [6] . The following day, the New York Times covered the story ( Fig. 1 ) with a lead sentence referring to the "most accurate clock in the universe." [7] The New York Times story referred to a "cosmic pendulum," a metaphorical reference acknowledging that the basic principles of atomic clocks were straightforward and were already well understood by the early researchers. In short, because all atoms of a specific element are identical (ignoring isotopic differences), they should undergo a transition in their energy level when stimulated with electromagnetic radiation at a specific frequency. This meant that an atom could potentially serve as a nearly perfect resonator for a clock. The frequency that caused the energy transition could be used as a standard of frequency, and the periods of this frequency could be counted to define a standard for time interval. It easily followed that a clock referenced to an atomic resonator would be far more accurate than previous clocks that were based on mechanical oscillations of a pendulum or a quartz crystal.
Although the concept of an atomic clock was seemingly simple, its implementation was exceedingly difficult, particularly with the technology that existed in the 1940s. Atomic transitions occurred in the microwave region, at much higher frequencies than had previously been measured, and systems and electronics were needed that could measure these microwave frequencies. Determining the resonance frequency of a specific element was necessary so that it could be related to the second, the base unit of time interval. The next step would be to use the atomic resonance frequency to control the frequency of a The first trick was to be able to measure the resonance frequency of an atom, which is derived from its quantized energy levels. The laws of quantum mechanics dictate that the energies of a bound system, such as an atom, have certain discrete values. An electromagnetic field generated at a specific frequency can boost an atom from one energy level to a higher one, or an atom at a high-energy level can drop to a lower level by emitting energy. The resonance frequency (fo) of an atomic oscillator is the difference between the two energy levels, E1 and E2, divided by Planck's constant, h:
The energy absorbed or emitted by the atoms is spread across a small frequency range that surrounds fo, and therefore it does not exist at fo alone. This spread of frequencies, Δfa, is known as the resonance width, or linewidth. The ratio of the resonance frequency to the resonance width is known as the quality factor, Q, where
Measuring the atomic linewidth was another challenging task faced by early researchers. However, because their resonance frequencies were so high, it was obvious that an atomic clock, even with a broad 4 https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.029 linewidth, would have a much higher Q than any previous clock and would therefore have a potentially huge advantage in both accuracy and stability.
It seems likely that Rabi and his colleagues expected the energy transition in cesium ( 133 Cs) atoms to be the resonator for the first atomic clock [8] . Millman and Kusch (who, like Rabi, would become a Nobel Laureate in 1955), had first measured the cesium resonance frequency at Columbia in 1940, estimating the frequency of the hyperfine transition as 9191.4 megacycles. This was relatively close to the number that would later define the second [9] . Fate would intervene, however, and the first atomic clock was not based on cesium, but instead was an ammonia absorption device built at NBS.
The First Atomic Clock, 1948
Harold Lyons was certainly not the first scientist to perform spectroscopic frequency stabilization experiments or to engage in atomic clock research, but he and his colleagues at NBS were the first to build a working atomic clock. Born in Buffalo, New York, in 1913, Lyons was a graduate student at the University of Michigan (he obtained a Ph.D. in nuclear physics in 1939) when Rabi and his colleagues at Columbia first discussed employing their molecular beam resonance technique as a time standard. Lyons joined NBS in 1941 and became head of the microwave standards group in 1948. There, he and his colleagues moved rapidly past the pure experimental stage and began constructing a working atomic clock. After a period of intense research and development beginning in the spring of 1948, the new clock ( Fig. 2 ) was first operated on August 12, 1948 , and was publicly demonstrated in January 1949 [10] . (1949) . The clock atop the equipment racks was driven by a 50 Hz signal obtained by dividing the signal from a quartz oscillator that was locked to the ammonia absorption frequency. However, its primary function was to let the world know that the invention was indeed a clock. The construction of an atomic clock in 1948 was a significant scientific and engineering accomplishment that required many obstacles to be overcome. Because he had chosen the absorption line of ammonia gas as the source of frequency, Lyon's first obstacle was measuring the inversion transition frequency, or what Lyons called, in keeping with Thomson and Tait [2] , the "vibration" [11] , of the atoms inside ammonia molecules. The ammonia gas was stored in an absorption cell, which was designed as a 30 ft long (~9 m long) copper tube that was wrapped into a spiral. The measurement involved multiplying a 100 kHz signal from quartz oscillator several times. The first stage consisted of a frequency multiplication chain built from low-frequency tubes that resulted in a frequency of about 270 MHz. The second stage consisted of a frequency multiplying klystron (a linear beam vacuum tube), wherein frequency was modulated by a 13.8 MHz oscillator that multiplied the signal to about 2.983 GHz. Finally, the signal was multiplied to approximately 23.87 GHz by use of a silicon crystal rectifier. This frequency was fed to the ammonia absorption cell and tuned until the signal reaching a silicon crystal detector at the end of the cell showed a spectral line (in the form of a dip, or inverted peak) when displayed on an oscilloscope (Fig. 3) . The line indicated that the incoming frequency from the multiplication chain now matched the ammonia absorption frequency. When the line occurred, an electrical pulse was generated [11] [12] [13] [14] . The next obstacle faced by Lyons and his group was to develop a method to automatically adjust the quartz oscillator frequency until it matched the frequency of the ammonia absorption line. This was done by taking a 12.5 MHz frequency from the quartz oscillator frequency multiplication chain and mixing it with the signal from the 13.8 MHz frequency-modulated oscillator. When the frequency from the mixer matched its expected value, another electrical pulse was generated. The time interval between the two generated pulses (the pulse from the absorption cell and the pulse from the mixer) was continuously measured. If the time interval was increasing, it indicated that the quartz oscillator frequency was increasing, and vice versa. The time interval measurements were used to generate a control signal that adjusted the quartz oscillator whenever necessary to keep it locked to the ammonia absorption frequency [11, 13] . Figure 4 shows a strip chart where the quartz oscillator was locked to the ammonia absorption frequency from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. Before and after this period, the quartz oscillator was "unlocked" (free running). Each small division on the strip chart represents a frequency variation of less than 1 part per 10 million (1 × 10 -7 ). A third obstacle involved dividing the locked quartz oscillator frequency into low frequencies that could be used for timekeeping [15] . The first atomic clock included dividers that produced two output signals, a 50 Hz signal that drove an ordinary synchronous motor clock, and a 1000 Hz signal that was used to drive a special synchronous motor clock that was designed for comparisons with astronomical time (then the world standard for timekeeping) to within 5 ms. Figure 5 is a simplified block diagram showing how the clock worked. A final technical obstacle faced by Lyons was his quest to make his ammonia clock more accurate by increasing the quality factor, Q, as previously discussed and shown in Eq. (2). It was already known that oscillators with higher Q values would be potentially more stable and accurate, so it was desirable to increase Q as much as possible, either by using an atomic transition where the frequency was as high as possible, or by making the linewidth as narrow as possible. In the case of the ammonia clock, the resonance frequency was high (23.8 GHz), but the resonance width, or the range of frequencies over which the oscillator could resonate, represented by the width of the line in the absorption frequency shown in Fig. 3 , was not especially narrow. Lyons and his colleagues had little success when attempting to reduce the linewidth. Thus, the actual Q factor of the ammonia spectrum line was typically measured in a range from 50 000 to 500 000, approximating that of the best quartz crystal oscillators of that era, although it was much more constant and stable [12] . In a metrological sense, Lyons and his colleagues had advantages over university researchers, because NBS already had several decades of experience in maintaining, disseminating, and measuring standard frequency signals. This allowed Lyons to accurately measure his new clock against the national standard of frequency, the quartz oscillators operated by NBS that were periodically calibrated against the astronomical time standards maintained by the U.S. Naval Observatory. He quickly learned from these measurements that the potential accuracy of the ammonia clock was limited. Two versions of the ammonia clock were built, with the best reported accuracy about 2 ms/day (2 × 10 −8 ). Work on a third version was halted when it became apparent that cesium beam techniques were likely to provide a significant increase in accuracy. Even though the cesium resonance frequency was much lower (~9.2 GHz), there were numerous options available for decreasing the linewidth, leading to Q factors that were much higher than those obtained with molecular absorption methods. Thus, by the early part of 1950, Lyons and his NBS colleagues had turned their attention away from ammonia clocks, and with some assistance from Kusch at Columbia University, had begun constructing a cesium beam clock [16] .
Cesium Atomic Clocks
Cesium had several characteristics that made it suitable for use in an atomic clock. A silvery-white ductile metal, cesium is the softest element listed on Mohs hardness scale (0.2 MPa) and one of the few elemental metals that becomes a liquid at near room temperature (28.4 °C); only mercury has a lower known melting point. Cesium atoms are also relatively heavy and thus move at a relatively slow speed of about 130 m/s at room temperature in an atomic beam. This allows cesium atoms to be observed for a longer period than hydrogen atoms, for example, which travel much faster, about 1600 m/s, at room temperature. Cesium also has a higher resonance frequency (~9.2 GHz) than other atoms that were later utilized in atomic clocks, such as rubidium (~6.8 GHz) and hydrogen (~1.4 GHz).
The first cesium clock built by Lyons and Jesse Sherwood at NBS utilized Rabi's magnetic resonance technique. Sherwood reported initial results at a 1952 meeting of the American Physical Society [17] , but the resonance width of the clock was too wide (~30 kHz) to serve as an accurate time standard (the Q was only 300 000). Once cesium was selected as the atom of choice, the resonance frequency could not be changed, so the focus turned to making the resonance width as narrow as possible. Narrowing the resonance width required a better way of interrogating the cesium atoms.
Rabi's original magnetic resonance technique interrogated the atoms with one microwave pulse. Methods were developed to increase the Q by applying longer microwave pulses, but these schemes did not work as expected due to subtle technical side effects; the long interaction period between the atoms and microwave field subjected the frequency of the clock to Doppler shifts and other uncertainties. A breakthrough occurred in 1949, when Norman Ramsey, a former student of Rabi who was then a professor at Harvard University, invented the separated oscillatory field method, an improvement that would be critically important to future atomic clock designs. Ramsey's new method interrogated the atoms with two short microwave pulses, separated by some distance in an atomic beam. Applying the oscillating field in two steps accomplished the goal of narrowing the resonance width. It also reduced the sensitivity to microwave power fluctuations and magnetic fields by factors of 10 to 100 or more, and it eliminated most of the Doppler effect. In short, Ramsey made it possible to build much more accurate atomic clocks [5, 18] . Some four decades later, in 1989, Ramsey received a Nobel Prize in physics for this work.
The NBS team quickly redesigned their clock to employ Ramsey's new technique of separated oscillating fields by applying microwave pulses in separated regions along an atomic beam. This reduced the resonance width to just 300 Hz, increasing the Q to about 30 million. Encouraged by these results, Lyons predicted that the clock would eventually be accurate to 1 × 10 −10 , meaning that it would be able to keep time to within about 10 μs/day [19] . His prediction eventually came true, but it happened much later than expected. In 1953, NBS interrupted their atomic clock program, a decision made partially for budgetary and political reasons and partially because the agency elected to focus on other areas. Sherwood had resigned in 1952 [10] , and Lyons moved to the new NBS laboratories in Boulder, Colorado, in 1954. A year later, he left NBS entirely, accepting a position at Hughes Aircraft Company in Culver City, California. The cesium clock was disassembled and moved from Washington, D.C., to Boulder, where it was reassembled by a new team of researchers that was led by Richard Mockler and included Roger Beehler and Chuck Snider. It eventually became a working time standard in 1958. Then known as NBS-1 (Fig. 6) , the clock finally achieved Lyon's predicted accuracy [20, 21] . The length of the microwave interrogation cavity (commonly known as the Ramsey cavity) in NBS-1 was 55 cm, and its linewidth, as previously noted, was about 300 Hz [22] . It was designated as the U.S. national standard for frequency in the spring of 1959, when its accuracy was reported as 8.5 × 10 −11 [23] . On January 1, 1960, it was replaced by NBS-2 as the national primary frequency standard, although it continued to be compared to NBS-2 as a secondary standard until 1962, when it had reached a reported accuracy of 1 × 10 −11 [24] . Ironically and perhaps appropriately, Ripley's Believe it or Not, a popular syndicated cartoon featured in U.S. newspapers, credited Lyons with the invention of the atomic clock in 1953, but the drawing was not of the ammonia clock, but rather of the cesium beam clock that would later become NBS-1 (Fig. 7 ). The disruption of the atomic clock program and a work stoppage of at least several years caused NBS to lose their large early lead in the cesium clock race, and the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the United Kingdom became the clear winner. The NPL effort was led by Louis Essen, who had previously worked on quartz clocks and measurements of the speed of light before becoming interested in atomic timekeeping. Beginning in 1949, Essen made several trips to the United States, where he met with early atomic clock researchers, including Rabi and his colleagues at Columbia and Jerrold Zacharias of MIT. Essen was anxious to apply their work to timekeeping and appealed to Sir Edward Bullard, the director of NPL, to start a new program designed to build an atomic clock. After several delays, work on a cesium clock began at NPL in 1953, the same year when work was essentially stopped at NBS, and it progressed rapidly enough for a working time standard to be placed in operation in June 1955. The linewidth was 340 Hz, and the original reported accuracy was 1 × 10 −9 (100 µs/day) [25, 26] . The NPL cesium clock then famously played a key role in the experiment that led to the atomic definition of the SI second, as discussed in the next section.
Defining the Atomic Second by Comparison to Ephemeris Time
As noted in the introduction, prior to the invention of atomic clocks, the second was defined by dividing the period of an astronomical event into a shorter time interval. For example, the second was once defined by dividing the average period of one revolution of Earth on its axis. The mean solar second was equal to 1/86 400 of the mean solar day. To create a more stable unit of time interval, the second was redefined in 1956 as 1/31 556 925.9747 of the tropical year 1900, a time interval known as the ephemeris second. The ephemeris second was indeed more stable than the mean solar second, but it was nearly impossible to use as a time reference in a laboratory, and was thus of little use to metrologists or engineers. In retrospect, it seems unfortunate that another astronomical definition of the second was accepted during a period when working atomic clocks were already being demonstrated [27, 28] . A clean transition from the mean solar second to the atomic second would certainly have made more sense. Doomed from the start, the ephemeris second would be easy for historians to dismiss had it not served as the comparison reference for the definition of the atomic second. [28, 29] .
Collecting Moon observations was a tedious task and results were obtained very slowly. Bullard, the NPL director, wrote in 1955 that it would take four years of Moon observations to determine time with the same accuracy as their new cesium clock. He also noted that "atomic clocks will be improved, probably by a greater factor than the astronomical determinations," which in retrospect was a considerable understatement [30] . To Bullard and many others, it was already clear when the ephemeris second became the SI second that atomic clocks represented the future of timekeeping.
In June 1955, due in part to the fact that there were no reliable atomic clocks then operating in the United States, NPL and USNO began collaborating on a program in which the goal was to determine the frequency of cesium with respect to the ephemeris second [31, 32] . It was a worthy goal, because redefining the second based on an atomic transition would allow large numbers of laboratories to simultaneously produce a physical realization of the second, which could in turn be used as the reference for other laboratory measurements. To achieve the goal, NPL and the USNO would need to compare their clocks and measure their differences, which they did from mid-1955 until the end of the first quarter of 1958, a period of 2.75 years. The USNO clock was based on a 2.5 MHz quartz oscillator manufactured by Western Electric, 1 which was steered to ephemeris time by applying corrections obtained with the dual-rate Moon camera. The NPL clock was based on their new cesium standard, which was now considered to be accurate to within 5 × 10 −10 . Because the two clocks were on opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean, the comparison could only be made by simultaneously comparing both clocks to radio signals that could be received at both laboratories, a measurement technique now known as common-view time transfer. Several time signal broadcast stations were involved in the measurement, including NBS radio station WWV, then located in Beltsville, Maryland, in the United States, and radio stations MSF and GBR, located in the United Kingdom [31] .
To make the uncertainty of the measurement results as small as possible, four different solutions were calculated to determine the effects of using different sets of data. The final measurement result was the average of the four solutions, and it was published as 9 192 631 770 cycles/s in August 1958, with an estimated measurement uncertainty of ±20 cycles/s. The measurement result applied to cesium in a zeromagnetic field and to ephemeris time at the beginning of 1957 [32] . The measurement uncertainty was limited not by the cesium standard, but rather due to the many complexities involved in measuring ephemeris time. Multiple sources of short-term noise, including the radio signals used in common-view time transfer and large uncertainties in the Moon camera itself, meant that the necessary resolution could only be achieved with very long averaging periods of at least 100 days. If we stop to consider the limitations of the technology that existed in the 1950s and the large number of complex steps that were required, the measurement results were remarkably accurate. As Leschiutta wrote in 2005: The publication of the Markowitz/Essen measurement results [32] made it inevitable that an atomic time scale would eventually supplant the existing astronomical time scales [33, 34] , yet still nearly a decade passed before the definition of the second was changed. At least part of the delay was because atomic standards other than cesium devices, specifically those based on hydrogen and thallium, were being considered as the basis for the redefinition. Jean Terrien, the director of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), wrote in August 1967 that the definition had nearly been changed in 1964, but "it was considered premature in 1964 to redefine the second in terms of the caesium frequency because the hydrogen maser was expected to offer, within a short while, a better base for such a redefinition.
Contrary to expectation, it happened that the hydrogen maser, though potentially slightly superior to the caesium beam frequency standard, progressed only slowly (one of its uncertainties comes from the wall shift), and that caesium standards were so much improved that an almost perfect confidence was acquired in their reliability, within the most severe present needs of precision. Though it was agreed that the improvement of other atomic frequency standards, using for example hydrogen or thallium atoms, ought to be pursued actively, the Comité Consultatif pour la Définition de la Seconde, at its meeting of 12-13 July 1967 , recommended unanimously to the Comité International des Poids et Mesures not to wait any longer …" [35] Thus, in October 1967, the SI second was formally redefined by the Comité International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) as:
"the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the caesium 133 atom." [1] As of 2017, the definition of the SI second remains the same, except for a slight amendment made in 1997. Calculations made by Wayne Itano of NBS in the early 1980s [36] revealed that blackbody radiation can cause noticeable frequency shifts in cesium standards, and his work eventually resulted in an addendum to the definition. The CIPM affirmed in 1997 that the definition refers to "a cesium atom at rest at a thermodynamic temperature of 0 K." This meant that an optimal realization of the SI second requires the cesium atoms to be in a field-free environment where the temperature is absolute zero and where the atoms have no residual velocity.
When the atomic second became the SI second 1967, it was of course known that atomic time would continuously diverge from astronomical time, so periodic corrections would be needed to keep the new atomic time scale, called Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), in step with astronomical time. The term UTC had been used informally since the early 1960s, as the United Kingdom and United States had begun coordinating frequency adjustments made to their time scales beginning on January 1, 1960. Other countries followed suit, and in 1961, the Bureau International de l'Heure in Paris, France, began to oversee the international time coordination process [28] . Frequency adjustments continued to be used for almost five years after the new SI definition, but the procedure changed when the first leap second was inserted on June 30, 1972 . Leap seconds are periodically added to UTC to keep it within ±0.9 s of UT1, an astronomical time scale based on the mean solar second. Adding a leap second to UTC stops atomic time for one second to allow astronomical time to catch up.
The exact divergence between astronomical and atomic time is difficult to model or predict, but there are two general reasons why leap seconds are periodically needed. Reason one can be traced to the original Markowitz/Essen measurement; the atomic second was defined with respect to the ephemeris second, which then served as the SI second, and not with respect to the mean solar second, which forms the basis for UT1. Ephemeris seconds were thus already slightly shorter than mean solar seconds, and this characteristic was passed along to the atomic second, making the need for periodic leap seconds inevitable. However, even if the atomic second had been defined with respect to the mean solar second, there would still be a need for leap seconds, albeit a much smaller number. Leap seconds would still have been occasionally needed due to reason two, which is simply that the mean solar second is gradually getting longer because Earth's average rotational rate is gradually slowing down. The second reason is commonly 12 https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.029 cited as the chief reason for leap seconds, but it has had far less impact on the number of leap seconds that have occurred so far than the first reason.
Commercial Cesium Clocks
Commercial cesium clocks were available even before the publication of the Markowitz/Essen measurement in 1958, and several different models designed and manufactured in the United States were in use in laboratories prior to the adoption of the cesium definition in 1967. The availability of these commercial devices, as well as the measurement results and experience gained from their use, undoubtedly expedited the acceptance of the atomic definition of the SI second.
The first commercial cesium clock was introduced in October 1956, just slightly more than one year after the introduction of the NPL clock. Named the Atomichron, the clock was manufactured by the National Company of Malden, Massachusetts, and developed by a team led by Jerrold Zacharias of MIT [8, 37] , an experienced researcher who had previously collaborated on early molecular beam experiments with Rabi [4] at Columbia University. About 50 Atomichrons were sold between 1956 and 1960, most of them to the U.S. military, with the first unit being delivered to the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., in September 1956. The original models, numbers NC1001 and NC2001, were large devices, housed in an equipment rack that was about 0.6 m deep by 0.6 m wide, and about 2.1 m tall, and they weighed more than 350 kg. The cesium beam tube was vertically mounted (Fig. 8 ) and nearly as tall as the equipment rack [8, 38] . The resonance frequency of the first model was 9 192 631 830 cycles/s (±10 cycle/s), or 60 Hz higher than the yet-to-be published definition [37] . At least two Atomichrons were in operation at NBS in 1958-1959, where they were compared to the NBS standard to within parts in 10 10 [23] . An additional two devices were transported to the United Kingdom and compared to Essen's clock at NPL with similar results [39] . Much smaller Atomichrons appeared later, produced mostly for the U.S. Air Force. However, the National Company ultimately failed due to financial difficulties and sold its assets, intellectual property, and trade names to Frequency Electronics, Inc., in 1969 [8, 38] .
A far more successful line of cesium clocks was developed through the efforts of Leonard Cutler and his colleagues at the Hewlett-Packard Company in Santa Clara, California. Born in Los Angeles, California, in 1928, Cutler earned a Ph.D. from Stanford University and spent over four decades working for Hewlett-Packard and its successor, Agilent Technologies, where he designed or co-designed numerous frequency standards and clocks. During Cutler's tenure, Hewlett-Packard produced a series of cesium clocks that were reliable enough to run continuously for years and small enough to fit into standard equipment racks and were thus introduced into many calibration and metrology laboratories in the 1960s. The first of these clocks was the Hewlett-Packard 5060, introduced in 1964, some three years before the redefinition of the SI second (Fig. 9) . The first cesium standard to feature all solid-state electronics, the length of its Ramsey cavity was just 12.4 cm, and the device weighed less than 30 kg [38, 40] . By 1966, the 5060 had a specified accuracy of 1 × 10 −11 [21] . The 5060 was followed by the 5061, manufactured from 1967 until the early 1990s, and then by the 5071, which debuted in 1991. With an internal microprocessor and an improved cesium beam tube, the 5071 was more stable and accurate than all its predecessors [38] . It has a specified accuracy of about 20 ns/day (2 × 10 −13
), and could easily be adjusted to keep time within a few nanoseconds per day (parts in 10 14 ). Later manufactured by Agilent and Symmetricom and now manufactured by Microsemi, the 5071 continues to serve as the primary frequency and time standard at numerous laboratories. 
Principles of a Cesium Clock
The designs of cesium beam standards can vary significantly, but all designs, including those of the commercially available clocks still being sold in 2017 and the early cesium beam clocks built at NBS, NPL, and other laboratories, are based on principles that can be traced back to the seminal work of Rabi and Ramsey.
To understand how a cesium clock implements the SI definition of the second, consider that cesium is a complicated atom with F = 3 and F = 4 ground states (Fig. 10) . Each atomic state is characterized not only by the quantum number F, but also by a second quantum number, mF, which can have integer values between −F and +F. The splitting of the F = 3 and F = 4 states into the various mF sublevels occurs in the presence of a magnetic field. There are 16 possible mF sublevels in the ground state of cesium, but the frequency of the |4,0〉 ↔ |3,0〉 hyperfine transition was the one chosen to define the second. The |4,0〉 ↔ |3,0〉 transition had several advantages that made it the best choice for clocks. There was a very low probability of a spontaneous transition occurring during the observation time. The transition was also relatively easy to detect with electronic systems that were already available when Rabi and others began their experiments. Perhaps most importantly, the transition was relatively insensitive to magnetic fields, so small magnetic fields near a cesium clock would have little effect on its frequency. 133 Cs atoms are heated to a gaseous state in an oven. A beam of atoms emerges from the oven at a temperature near 100 °C and travels through a spatially varying magnetic field, where the beam is split into two atomic beams with different magnetic states that follow different trajectories. One beam is absorbed by the getter and is of no further interest. The other beam is deflected into the microwave interrogation cavity (i.e., Ramsey cavity), which exposes the atoms to microwaves in two spatially separate pulses.
While inside the Ramsey cavity, the cesium beam is exposed to a microwave signal. This signal is generated by a frequency synthesizer driven by a quartz oscillator. If this frequency exactly equals the cesium resonance frequency, the atoms will change their magnetic state (the desired |4,0〉 ↔ |3,0〉 energy transition shown in Fig. 10 ) while inside of the Ramsey cavity. After leaving the cavity, the atoms pass through a second spatially varying magnetic field. These magnets direct only the atoms that changed state to the detector; the other atoms are directed to a getter and absorbed. The detector sends a feedback signal 15 https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.029 to a servo circuit that continually tunes the quartz oscillator so that the maximum number of atoms reaches the detector, thereby locking the frequency of the microwaves to the cesium hyperfine transition frequency. The process of keeping the quartz oscillator locked to the cesium frequency is analogous to carefully and continuously tuning a radio dial to ensure that the loudest and clearest signal is always heard [41, 42] . 
Summary and Conclusion
Countless contributions leading to the atomic definition of the SI second in 1967 were made by U.S. scientists and engineers, and so any historical account of this length cannot be comprehensive. The names of many individuals and organizations who helped to establish the modern era of atomic timekeeping have been regrettably omitted. This historical overview has briefly described the technology and noted the accomplishments of individuals, including Isidor Isaac Rabi, Sidney Millman, Polykarp Kusch, Norman Ramsey, Jerrold Zacharias, Harold Lyons, Jesse Sherwood, Richard Mockler, William Markowitz, and Leonard Cutler, and of organizations, including Columbia University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard University, the National Bureau of Standards, the U.S. Naval Observatory, the National Company, and the Hewlett-Packard Company. Their contributions, and the societal benefits of atomic timekeeping that we now enjoy because of their work, should not be forgotten.
